FedInsider Survey 2022

Are You Headed Back to the Office?
Survey Conducted by FedInsider July – November 2022

FedInsider surveyed 4,500 webinar participants from government and integrator communities across the United States to find out their plans:

A. Headed Back to the Office Full Time
B. Headed Back to the Office On a Hybrid Schedule
C. Working From Home for the Foreseeable Future
D. Not Sure

NATIONWIDE RESPONSES
Back to Work Survey Results
Total Responses: 4,508

LOCAL RESPONSES – DC, VA, MD
Back to Work Survey Results
Total Responses: 2,028

WASHINGTON DC
Back to Work Survey Results
Total Responses: 575

VIRGINIA
Back to Work Survey Results
Total Responses: 980

MARYLAND
Back to Work Survey Results
Total Responses: 473
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